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Abstract
Many relational and object-orienteddatabasesystems provide referential integrity and compotmd
operations on related objects using relationship
mechanisms. Distributed object systems are
emerging to support applications that access
objects acrossdistributed, heterogeneoussystem
boundaries. Because the fundamental assump
tions of distributed, heterogeneous, federated
computing systemsdiffer from databasesystems,
supporting object relationships in such an environment requims different approachesto the representation and manipulation of relationships
than those traditionally used in databasesystems.
This paper describesthe Relationship Service for
SunSoft’s Distributed Object Environment
(DGE). We describe the fundamental assumptions of distributed object systemsand motivate
our design in that wntext.
Keywords: relationships, object-oriented systems,complex objects,distributed computing.

1.0 Introduction
Relationships are a fundamental and useful data modeling
wnstrnct in a wide variety of data aud object mauagemem
systems.Their imporumceto databasesystemswas underscoredin both the relational model and entity-relationship
modeling extensions [3]. In this first section. we examine
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somebasic propertiesof relationships.We then proceedto
look at distributed object systems and the use and realization of relationships in that context.
1.1 Entity-Relationship Model
Relationships are associations between logical entities
[lo]. A systemmay automatethe representation.maintenance,auduse of relationships in a variety of ways:
It may provide identifiers to use in creating mlationships, e.g., primary keys in the relational model or
object IDS in au object-oriented model, and it may
allow bidirectional traversalsas well as more complex
queriesof relationships basedon the entities involved.
It may provide a mechanismto define, examine, and
modify relationships. This may include constraining
the roles of a relationship according to the types of
entities that may be related.
It may provide referential integrity constraints.Referential integrity may be defined with varying levels of
sophistication; for example, a system may simple
avoid dangling referencesor it may managethe existenceof objectsbasedon relationships.
It may supportmore advancedrelationship constraints,
e.g. to define the carahdity of relationship roles.
The most sophisticatedsystemsallow selective propagation of operations such as copy and delete through
relationshipsbetweenentities (sometimescalled compound or compositeobjectN91
Someof the early relational DBMS products had little or
no support for relationship constraints and referential
integrity, but the industry hasmoved steadily in this direction with user demand. Object-oriented DBMS vendors
have recognizedthe importauceof good relationship support[ll[21. Relationships can also be useful in program*
languages.
1.2 Relationships in Distributed Object Systems
The topic of this paper is relatiaaships in distributed
object systems. The mechanismsaud implementation of
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FIGURE 1. A distributed object systemallows objectsto requestthe servicesof other objects,possibly across
heterogeneoussystemboundaries.On the left, an object requeststhe servicesof anotherobject in the samesystem.On
the right, an object requeststhe service of au object in anothersystemby way of a surrogateobject.

relationships in the context of distributed objects are quite
different than in databasesystems. It is not possible to
make the sameassumptionsas in the caseof a monolithic
databasesystem from one vendor, where a data schema
can be consultedfor information about all the relationships
one could happen upon, and the entities and relationships
are always accessible.
We now proceed with au overview of distributed object
systems. We then describe how SunSoft’s Relationship
Service provides relationships in a distributed object system. We will motivate our design basedon the fundamentals of distributed object systems.

2.0 Distributed Object Systems
Distributed object systems[41161
are emerging to support
applications that accessobjects across distributed, possibly heterogeneous system boundaries. Such systems
deline a distributed object model that is mappedappropriately to native conceptsin a wide variety of systems.Systems beii bridged include databasesystems.6le systems
and persistentprogramming languages.
Distributed object systemsembody the following principles:
All entities are modeled as objects.
Interfaces. not implementations,define objects.
l

l

l

l

Distribution is inherent.
There are no predefineduniversal scopes.

Distributed object systemsare open.
After discussing these principles in more detail, we
describe and motivate our design for providing relationships in a distributed object system.
l
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All entities HIT modeled as objects
In a distributed object system all entities are modeled as
objects.Although the systemsbeing bridged by a distributed object system may include entities that are not
objects, they are not available across system boundaries
unlas they can be presentedasobjects.
Objects are accessedby clients using object references.
Object references can be passed from one object to
another.A client object holding an object referencefor a
target object can make a request for its services. The
requestmay be local or it may crossheterogeneoussystem
and administrative boundaries.It is the distributed object
system’s job to mask the differences from the client
object.
Fii
1 illustrates a client object requesting the services
of anotherobject in the samesystem.Thefigure also illustratesa client object issuing a requeston an object in a different systemvia a surrogateobject. The surrogateobject
representsthe remoteobject locally. The client object cannot distinguish the surrogate object from the remote
object.
Interfaces, not implementations, define objects
In a distributed object system,objectsare defined by their
inter-ices. An interface spedes a set of operations that
definesthe behavior of the object. The implementation of
an object is separateand invisible; clients cannot depend
al implementation properties, such as programming language,transientrepresentationor persistentstorageof the
object.There can be multiple implementationsof an interface. An interface does not imply any particular implementation(s), and a new implementation of any type of
object may be addedat any time.
This independencefrom implementation greatly simplifies object interaction, especially across heterogeneous
systemboundaries.(See 151.1111for more discussion of
separatinginterfacesfiom implementations.)

The independencefrom implementation also implies that
there can be no distributed object systemfunctionality that
dependson implemematiianproperties. In a databasesystem, it is possible to provide “behind the scenes”functionality. For example, a databasesystemcau manipulate disk
pagesholding object state.In a distributed object system,
there can be no such assumptionsabout the implementation of an object; all services must be expressedusing
interfaceS.

Distribution is inherent
Distributed object systems are federated systems.Existing, disconnected heterogeneoussystems am connected
and made to interoperate. Gateways mask differences
betweensystemsby implementing mappingsbetweenconcepts in each system,including interfaces, object models,
object referencesand name spaces.
Distributed object systemshave the potential of connecting large numbers of objects acrosssystem and administrative boundaries.There should be no limit to this; that is.
the systemshould scale.
Federation and scalability lead to truly distributed system
objects.Servicesthat dependon a single, centrally administered repository of information are not acceptable.In
particular, there is no authority, even a distributed one, that
has information about all objects or even part of the information about all objects of one type. Instead, federated
services are connectedtootheriustancesofthesameservice to widen their scopeof discourse.
There are no predekwd universal scopes.
In a distributed object system,it is not possible to get to all
instancesof a type; in contrast, you can 8.ndall the tuples
in a relation in a DBMS. It is not possible to query the
“known universe” - only explicitly maim&ed sets or
other scopesmay be queried. For the samereasons,them
are no universal object identifiers: any identifier must be
relative to someexplicit scope.
Distributed object systemsare open
Heterogeneoussystemsconsist of uxn<nents that typically come fran a variety of suppliers. In order fcr the
components to interoperate. the interfaces between the
componentsneed to be standam. Implementations of the
components,however,neednot be stamkud.Diierent sup
pliers can each provide implementationsof a service sup
porting a standardinterface.
Because the interfaces am standard, the services can be
federated and interoperate. Customerscan construct the
best data managementsohrticn for their needsfrom various o&the-shelf interoperable components. Portions of
that solution may be upgradedwithout “break@” the mst
of the system,becauseencapsulationseparatesimplementations from interfaces. Customersmay choosefrom multiple vendors for each component, and from each vendor
they may choose au implementation “quality of service”

for a componentbasedon their needs,e.g. for speedversusguaranteeddistributed dataconsistency.
2.1 The Object Management Group
The Object Management Group (OMG) is promoting
standardsfor distributed object systems among system
software vendors. The OMG has currently defined two
setsof standards,known as CORBA and COSS.CORBA
is the axe communication me&msm which all OMG
objects use: it enables objects to operate on each other.
COSSprovides standardservicesthat support the integration of distributed objects.
CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [71 defines an interface definition language
(IDL) for objects.The languageallows designersto specify inter-f= as a setof operationsand attributes.The lauguagesupportssubtyping of interfaces.A function can be
passedau object that supports a subtype of the interface
expectedbythefunction.
The CORBA defines object references.Object references
aretyped by interfacesspecifiedin IDL. Object references
unify accessto objects.The client using the object caunot
tell if the object beii accessedis local or remote. who
implementsthe object, or how it is implemented.
The CGRBA also defines an interface repository. The
interface repository contains descriptions of IDL interfaces. Such descriptions can be accessedat run time to
implement type-safeinterobject communication. Federating CORBA compliant systemsrequires cormlating the
interfacesin different interface repositories.
toss
The Common Object Services Specifications(COSS) [81
defmes a set of services for distributed object systems.
TheservicesarespecifiedinOMGIDLandateintended
to operatein CORBA envir~ents. For flexibility, COSS
definesfunctional componentsat a finer g-rainthan complete DBMS functionality. All dependencies between
components are explicitly defined as interfaces so that
componentsfrom different sourcesinteroperate.
Currently, COSS defines a name service for mapping
human readablenamesto object references,a persistence
service for persistently representingobject state,an event
service for decarplmg communication between objects
and an object life cycle service for creating, copying,
moving and removing objects. Future specifications
include transactions,cxmcumncy control, externalization
and object relationships.

3.0 The Relationship Service
The Relationship Servicehasbeendesignedto provide the
relationship functionality, useful for database applica-
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tions, but given the principles of distributed object systems
outlkd in the previous section The service is SunSoft’s
responseto the OMG’s request for relationship technology. Although the service is implementedin the context of
the CORRA and COSS standards,the model we describe
applies to other distributed object systemsas well.
The Relationship Service supportsthe creation andmanipulation of one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many
bii
relationships between typed objects. The Relationship Service enforces type, cardinality and referential
integrity constraints al relationships. The relationships
cau be navigated and enumerated.
When objects are umuected together using the Relationship Service,graphsof related objects areformed. The service supportscompound operationson graphs.
3.1 Basic architecture of the Relationship Service
The Relationship Service supports the explicit representation of relationships between distributed objects.The service de&s au object that suppcrts the Role interface. A
role representsan object in a relationship. Objectsparticipating in relationships are called related objects.
Figure 2 illustrates the representation of the containment
relationship between a document and a figure and a logo.
The document, the figure and the logo am related objects.
The document contains the figure and the logo. The figure
and the logo m contained in the document. Comaimuent
is an example of a relationship. The Relationship Service
is extensible; programmerscan define other, applicationspecific, relationships.

between them. As such, contaimnent in our example is a
logical concept,but not necessarilya physical concept. An
object on one continent could contain an object on
another. There am no implementation assumptions that
the dated objectsm storedtogether.
Fii
3 gives the Role interface supported by all roles.
The set-related-object operation establishes a role as a
representative for an object in a relationship. The
get-related-object operatic returns that object.

interface
Role I
set related-object(
in RelatedObject
obj)
raises(TypeError,
AlreadySet);
get-related-object(
out RelatedObject
obj)
raises(NotSet);
create-relationshipt
in Role peer,
out RelationshipId
id)
raises(TypeError,
MaxCardinalityExceeded,
NoRelatedObject);
destroy-relationshipt
in RelationshipId
id);
get-relationships(out
sequence<RelationshipId>
get other-related-object(
in RelationshipId
id,
out RelatedObject
other-object);
get-propagation
attribuest
out PropagationAttributes

ids);

pa);

FIGURE 3. The Role Interface

0

Related Object
ContainedInRole
FIGURE 2. A documentin a one-to-manycontainment
relationship with a figure and a logo.

In Figure 2. the ContainsRole is an object that represents
the document’s role in containment. The ContainedhRoles are objects that nqresent the.figu16s role in containment and the logo’s role in conkmnent, respectively.
Since the related objects and the roles are distributed
objects, there can be arbitrary distribution boundaries
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Connected roles represent bii
relationships. The
create relationship operation createsa bidirectional connecticii betweentwo roles and returns an identifier for the
relationship. The destroy-relationship operation removes
a binary relationship. The get relationships operation
en-rates all of the relationships in which the role participates.
The get-other-related-object operation navigates a relationship and returns an object reference for the other
2. the
object in the relationship. In Fii
get_other_reated-object operation executed at the document’s GmtainsRole would return the figure. given the
identifier for the relationship between the document and
the figure; similarly, the get_other_related-objectopera-

tion executed at the figure’s ContainedIuRole would return
the document.
The getgropagation-attributes operation is discussedin
detail in Section 3.3.2. Roles also support fink and unlink
operations that roles use to communicate with each other
when relationships are createdand destroyed.

role when a connection is made. The relationship type is
representedby the interfacesof the roles, as stored in the
CORBA interface repository. Relationship attributes are
representedas operations on roles, parameter&d by the
identitkr.

Roles and Related Objects are typed by theii lDL interfaces. For example, in Figure 2 the behavior of the document, figure and logo objects are de&d by the
Document, Figure and Logo interfaces. The roles of specilic relationships are defined by subtypes of the Role
interface. Thus, the ContainsRole and Containe&Role
interfaces are subtypes of the basic Role interface.
Becausethey are subtypes, it is possible to pass them to
functions that generically operateon relationships, that is,
code that dependsonly on the Role interface.
Related objects that participate in multiple relationships
are representedby multiple roles: one for each role the
object plays in each relationship. Fii
4 illustrates this.
Besides participating in the containment relationship, the
document also participates in a referencerelationship with
the dictionary; the document referencesthe dictionary aud
the dictionary is referenced by the document. The ReferencesRolerepresentsthe document’s role in the refetence
relationship while the ReferencedByRole represents the
dictionary’s role.

3.1.1 Rationale
The basic architectureof the Relationship Servicehas several desirable properties for distributed object systems.
Roles do not iutroduce performanceor availability bottlenecks when navigating a relationship between distributed
objects.The configuration of related objects and roles can
be optimized appropriately for navigation or query functionality. Finally, the service is scalable.
We discusseachof thesein more detail.
Performance and Availability
A role representsa related object in a relationship. An
alternate approachintroduces an object for each mlationship, rather than roles. Our example of Fii
2 would
instead be representedby the ContainmentRelationship
objectsof Figute 5.

1Related Object
ContainmentRelationship
FIGURE 5. An alternateapproach:relationship
objectsrather than roles.

0

l
0

Related Object
ContainsRole
ContainedInRole
ReferencesRole
ReferencedByRole

FIGURE 4. The documentis also in a reference
relationship with a dictionary.
In the entity-relationship modelD1. the related objects are
“entities” and the role objects are the roles. An instanceof
a relationship is representedby the identifier returned by a

Ibis approachcan introduce performanceand availability
bottlenecks when navigating a relationship between distributed objects.In a distributed object system,the cost of
accessinga remote object is far greater thau the cost of
accessinga local object. Furthermore,remote objects can
fail independently and thus be availability bottlenecks.In
short, distribution boundariesare sign&ant.
Consider the example. If the relationship object is isolated, that is it is not clusteredwith either the documentor
the figure, navigating the relationship from the document
to the figure necessarilyinvolves a remote request to the
relationship object. Furthermore, the relationship object
must be available. It effectively decreasesthe availability
of navigating from the document to the figure becauseit
introducesa new point of failure.
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Rather than isolating the relationship object, we could
cluster the relationship object with either the document or
the figure. While this would improve the navigation performance in one direction, it would still require a remote
requestin the other direction.
We rejected the relationship object approach in favor of
roles. When related objects are clustered with their roles,
navigating a relationship between distributed objects does
not illtmdm performance or availability bottlenecks.
Figure 6 illustrates our example con@red this way.
Navigating the relationship from the document to the figure does not require a remote request.Fmthermore, since
an related object and its roles am clustered, they fail
together; the roles do not introduce availability bottlelledcs.

B doalments
0
-

Related Object
ContainsRole
ContaiuedIuRole
distribution boundary

FIGURE 7. Clustering roles enablesefficient
querying of relationships
Becausethem is no single administrative authority, it is
not possible to enumerateor query all of the relationships
of the universe. As shown in Fii
7. however, it is possible to efficiently enumerateor query all of the relationshipsfor somewell-defined scope.
Related Object
ContaiusRole
ContaiuedIuRole
distribution boundary

3.2 Relationship Constraints
The Relationship Service enforces several constraints on
the relationshipsbetweenobjects.In particular, the service
allows type, cardinality and referential integrity constraintsto be expressedandenforced.

FIGURE 6. Clustexingroles with the related objects
Flexible Configuration
Figum 6 ilhrstrates a configuration of related objects and
roles that is optimixed for applications that navigate distributed objects. However, for applications that require
efficient querying of relationships, clustering roles is a
more appropriate con@uration. Figure 7 illustrates the
roles for several conknment relationships clustered
together.
The Relationship Service dependsonly on the Role interface. It does not depend on how the implementations of
roles and related objects are clustered. Several ccnfigurations. including those of Fii
6 and Fii
7, ate possible.
Scalable
Roles can be createdindependently,anywhere an iustat~~
of the RelaticatshipService exists. Since them is no single
authority manag& all roles, the service scales;creating a
new role does not incur an additional distributed systemwide overhead. The Relationship Service is a federated
service. Roles implemented by one instanceof the service
can be connectedto roles implementedelsewhere.
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Relationships are constrainedby the types of the participants.For example,employment is a relationship between
companies and people and not between fruit trees and
frogs. Such type ccmstraints am implemented using
CORIMDL typing mechanisms.
Since the types of Roles and Related Objects ate
expressedas IDL interfaces,representationsof the interfacesarestoredin the interface repository.Thesetype repmentations can be manipulated at run time. Using the
type representations,the Role create-relationship operation enforcesthe type constraintsof the relationship. If the
type constraintsare violated, the operationfails aud raises
a TypeError exception.
Cardinality
Relationships are also constrained by the number of
objectsthat can participate in eachrole. For example, traditional marriage is a one-toone relationship between
people. Similarly, containment is a one-to-many mIationship and employment is a many-to-many relationship.

ContainedInRole
ReferencesRole
ReferencedByRole
FIGURE 8. An examplegraph of related objects.The folder contains the document the documentreferencesthe
dictionary andcontains the figme and the logo: the figme refereslcesthe logo.
As with type constraints, the Role create~refutionship
operation enforces tk cardiulity constraints of the relationship. If the cardinality constraints are violated, the
operation fails and raises the MaxCardinalityExceeded
exceptim.
Referential Integrity
When roles am connected,they form bidirectional uxmections that can be navigated in either dkction. Referential
integrity implies that object A is cormectedto object B. if
andonlyifobjectBisccamectedtoobjectA.Ifralesare
conuecti under the control of transacti~, referential
integrity is gllamed.
Existential integrity, object A exists if and only if object B
exists, is supportedas well and is explained in more detail
in Section 3.3.2.
3.3 Graphs of Related Objects
When objects are related using the Relationship Service,
graphs of related objects 81~:created.After describing the
basic cum-nts
of a graph, we describethe Relationship
Service’s support for applying compound operations to a
graph of related objects.
Graphs anz defined by nodes and edges. The related
objectarrrethenode.softhegraphandtherelationshipsare
the edgesof the graph. Traversal objedtsnavigate graphs
of related objects.

In Figure 8. the folder, the documat. the dictionary, the
figure and the logo a~ nodes. The containment relationships and the Rfereuze relationships are the typed edges
of the graph. The folder contains the document; the document is contained in the folder. The document contains
the figure; the figure is contained in the document. The
document contains the logo and the logo is contained in
the document. On the other hand. the document referencesthe dictionary; the dictionary is referencedby the
document. Finally, the figme references the logo; the
logo is referencedby the figure.
3.3.1 Nodes
The Relationship Service delines a Node interface for
n&ted objects.In Figme 8. the folder, the document, the
dictionary, the figme ad the logo all support the Node
intexfxe. The Node interfaceenablesa client to traversea
graph of related objectsin a standardway. In parkular the
Node interface defines an operation and an attribute for
relatedobjectsto reveal their roles. Figue 9 gives the IDL
declarationfor the Node interface.
Using the roles of node attribute, clients visit nodes.
learn about the n&l& roles and navigate the relationships
to visit adjacentnodes. The roles- of- type operation can
be usedto navigateparticular types of relationships.
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to the Conta&dInRole but is shallow when navigating in
the other direction.
interface

Node {

readonly
attribute
sequence<Role>
roles - of - node;
Roles roles-of_type(
role-type)
in COMA:: InterfaceDef

3.3.3 ‘Ikaversal Object
The Relationship Service defines an object that supports
the Traversal interface. The Truversul interface de&s
generic traverse operationthat given a starting node and

1;
FIGURE 9. The Node interface
3.3.2 Propagation Attributes
The roles in the graph have propagation attributes.[9]
Propagation attributes define the rules for propagating
operations from one node to another through the connected roles. A propagation attribute is a pair (operation,
propagationvalue). The value is either deep,shallow, none
or inhibit.
Deep means that the operation is also applied to the relationship and to the neighboring node.
Shallow means that the operation is also applied to the
relationship, butnot to the neighboring node.
None means that the operation has no effect on the relationship and no effect on the neighboring node.
Inhibit is meaniqful for the delete operation. If a node has
a role with a propagation attribute (delete, inhibit), the
node cannot be deleted if the node is related to another.
The relationship ensuresthe node’s existence.
Figure 10 illustrates the propagation attributesfor the containment relationship. Since the propagation attribute for
copy, as defined by the ContainsRole. is deep, the copy
operation is applied to the document and to the figure it
contains. On the other hand, since the propagation
attribute for delete, as defined by the ContainedInRole, is
shallow, the delete operation is applied to the figure. to the
relationship between the figure and the document but not
to the document.

=PY, d-p
delete, deep
externalize,
deep
..

copy, shallow
delete, shallow
externalize,
none
..

FIGURE 10. Propagation attributes for the
contaimnent relationship
Notice that propagation attributes ate dim&d. The delete
operation is deep when navigating from the ContainsRole
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an operation produces a finite set of nodes and roles
affected by the operation The traversal object uses the
Node interface to determk a node’s roles. Baaedon the
propagation attributes of each role, the traversal determines the set of involved nodesandroles.
As the traversal object visits nodes and navigatesroles, it
may revisit a node due to cycles in the graph. The traversal object detectsthe cycles and representsthem in the
setof nodesand roles.
The traversal object does not actually apply an operation
to the graph; the implementation of a compoundoperation
can use the output of the generic traverse operation and
apply the operation to the involved nodesand roles. Alternatively, a compound operation can be implemented
dimtly by traversing the graph and applying the operation in a single pass.

3.3.4 Compound Operations
The Relationship Service definesa small set of compound
operationsthat implement object life cycle operations. In
particular, the service deG.nescopy, move, externalize and
delete operations. The service is extensible; application
programmerscan implement other compound operations
on a graph of related objects.
An example
Copy is m example of a compound operation; it doesnot
apply to a single object in the graph but to severalobjects,
depending an the semanticsof the relationships between
the objects.
We apply the copy operation to the graph of related
objects in Figure 8. The ccanpoundcopy operation starts
at the folder andproceedsasfollows.The folder reveals its
ContainsRole.The ContainsRoleindicates that the propagation value for copy is deep.As such, the document also
needsto be copied. The docmnentreveals that it has three
roles, a ContainsRolecam&d tothefigureandthelogo,
a ContainedMole connectedto the folder and a ReferencesRolecame&d to the dicti~.
The ReferencesRoleindicates that the propagation value
for copy is shallow. As such, copy is not applied to the
dictionary, it’s roles are not consideredand the new document will be txmnectedto the old dictionary.
The ContainsRolemnmcting the document to the figure
and the logo indicates that the propagation value for copy
isdeep.Assuch,thefigureand~logoneedtobecopied.
The figm nxals its ReferencesRoleand its ContainedIn

0

Related Object
ContainsRole
ContainedInRole
ReferencesRole
ReferencedByRole

FIGURE 11.The result of applying copy to the graph, starting at the folder.
Role. The logo reveals its ContainedInRole and its ReferencedByRole.
When propagating a copy operation to a node that participates in relationships with different propagation semantics, it is possible that the propagation value for copy is
deep by one relationship and shallow by anotherrelationship. If a node is copied, then the shallow comnztions to it
srepromoted to deep.
This happensin several places in the example. The ContainedtnRoles connecting the document to the folder, the
fi~tothedocumentandtbelogotothedocumentare
promoted since the figure and the document were copied.
Similarly, the ReferencesRolebetween the figure and the
logo is promoted becausethe logo is copied. The copy of
the figure should not be unmected to the old logo.

object references.We have found that the Relationship
Serviceis appropriateto use when an appliiation needsto
navigate unmections between objects in both directions.
needs to extend conuections with attributes and operations, needs to dlow third parties to manipulate unmections or needscompound operations on graphs of related
objects.Thosecapabilities are not available with CORBA
object references.
Forumately, relationships cau be used heavily iu distributed applicationswithout a significant performancedegradation over CORRA object references.When conQniq
objects with their roles, (seeFigure 6) navigating a relationship betweendistributed objectshasperformancesimilar to navigating object referencesto distributed objects.

Figure 11 illustrates the result of applying copy to the
graph, starting at the folder.

5.0 Conclusions

4.0 Experience
The Relationship Service was implemented using SunSoft’s implementation of the CORRA specification.Applications that use the Relationship Service am typically
designed using the Entity-Relationship Model; the relationships are naturally mapped to the Relationship Service. For example, a desktop of folders and documents
was implemented using the contaimnent aud reference
relationships illustrated here. Similarly, a distributed card
tradiug game used the Relationship Service to relate trading cards and gameplayers.
Application designersmust decide when to use the Relationship Service and when to use lower-level CORRA

We have described SunSoft’s Relationship Service and
motivated its design, given the fundamentals of distributed object systems.
As discussed iu Section2.0. distributed object systems
have different design goals than databasesystems.Distributed object systems am open, federated systems to
support applicationsthat accessobjects acrossdistributed,
heteqeneous systemboundaries.All entities in a distributed object systemare modeled as objects.Intelfaces. not
implementations,define objects.
In Section 3.0 we describedthe Relationship Service.The
service supportsbii,
bidirectional, one-to-one,one-tomany, many-to-many relationships between objects. It
enfoms type, cardinality and referential integrity constraiuts on relationships between distributed objects. It
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defines the Role interface which provides operations for
creating, deleting, emunerating and navigating relationships, It supports flexible configuration of roles to optimize navigation or query functionality. It supports
compound operationson graphs of related objects.
The Relationship Service is designedto work in a distributed object system. The service is defined by the Role,
Node and Traversal interfaces. Any system that can support the interfacescan participate in the service. There are
no assumptionsabout common implementation or storage
of objects.The service is federatedand scales.There is no
single authority with knowledge of all relationships. Creating and manipulating a relationship does not have system-wide cost.
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